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Download

Microsoft ToolKit Activator or MS
Toolkit, which we download for

free on the lekms website .ru in the
"Programs for Windows" section.
And here programs for creating an
image of licensed Windows come

to the rescue. Wine, ASPack,
WimaxSoftware Probably

everyone will agree that Wine is
the best program for creating
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bootable disks today. Once
FreeWindow is installed, it has a

number of advantages that I won't
go into, but you can choose any of
the versions below. To select, in

addition to the program itself, you
need to know the version of the
operating system; for this, just

click on the Windows icon in the
main menu of the program (Fig. 1).

Rice. 1. Wine system version
selection window Total

Commander, Astalogic Ghost,
Windows Media Player Classic In
my opinion, the best package for
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working with images. It is good
because it is suitable for most

operating systems and can work
with all, even the most complex,
image formats, and it does this
with virtually no loss in quality.

With it, you can create, burn, and
also edit images of not only CDs,
but also DVD / CD discs. Able to

work in the background, has a built-
in scheduler with flexible settings,
a plugin library integrated into the
editor, and allows you to work with
backlinks and cookies. It has been
developed for more than 2 years
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and already has quite a lot of
regular users around the world.
Watch the video for a detailed

description of its features.
FreeWindows It's probably not

worth talking about this program,
because everyone who has ever
created an ISO image is familiar
with it. FreeWin is a completely

free and simple disc imaging
program. It is easy to use, it is

possible to work with downloaded
images with BSOD, the parameters
for which can always be changed.
This program allows you to work
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with hidden partitions and clusters.
The built-in scheduler allows you

to create both a simple image copy
and a boot image, as well as a

simple automatic image in
preparation for installation. If you
need a program for burning disc
images, then FreeWinsoftware is

what you need. Here are some
examples for creating image files

with FreeWinal.
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